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NOVEMBER SULTAN
The month of November is key

USA, 26.08.2016, 19:08 Time

USPA NEWS - The world is bigger then five, some people are already accepted this and want to be part of the world, some still not
agreed but we can not close one eye blind and walk straight through. Example from other leadership from one side of the world.

NOVEMBER SULTAN
The headline I put November Sultan resembles of leader came from small town in Istanbul translating Kasimpasa, also one of the
Pasha from ottoman time year 1443. The leader of Turkey, President unique leader since 1443 has been strong, patient, honest,
people`s leader not only political also civilized down to earth. It is small country if you compare to some other 5 leaders of countries but
he always made statement of the world is bigger than 5, this is his slogan to world leader. Because of his unique statements he has
been always targeted by others ( some known, some unknown ). Let`s look at what is his sharp statements
1- One Minute case; he stood up to Israel prime minister about killing innocents in Palestine Gaza strip specially young children.
2- He stood up not to involve in middle eastern non logic war and did not support any foreign invades to Iraq-Syria “¦. Etc
3- He developed new economical system in Turkey such as increasing employment, business industries, develop defense system
producing your own brands, more peace in the country dropped deficit of the country. Increase income ratio dropped inflation, stop
owing more money to IMF in fact no debt at all ( lended money to Greece )
4- Stronger and stronger everyday is his policy, yes not taking years everyday this was the key for him
5- Investing more on developing projects such as education, roads, bridges, underground railways, underwater crossing roads, fast
rail systems, supporting business industries as well as small businesses.
This short items are only few of them most fear for others was The world bigger than five statements. Who did he refer with number
five? Let`s check it out on google and go to web site http://www.un.org/en/sc/members/ first phrase says
five permanent members: China, France, Russian Federation, the United Kingdom, and the United States,
yeah this must be it, the world has more than five countries why do we depend on only five PERMENANT SECURITY COUNCIL
MEMBERS no it can not be right, but it is instead of changing other countries regimes or politics and this is decided only five security
council, why do not we decide democratically with all the members. You can not do that because you do not have any nucs. No worries
soon all of them will have it ( I hope not at all ) but it will. We need to change the world ( that he was referring The world is bigger than
five ).
How many leader is supporting what he says not much but it is ok, at least he is pretending like ant is carrying a drop of water to big
fire, he knows what side he is in. He is at least trying to stop fire. I would try to stop fire because this fire is not only sectional, it is also
spreading outside of the woods. Now the question is this which side are you in? Fire side ( you can be hurt by this also ) , or Carrying
water drop by drop it will slow but it will put fire down.
Yes he is November Sultan ( Kasim Pasa ) he is trying to make others understand although it is hard for everybody understands to him
or it is not beneficiary for others what he is saying.
It is also funny Election In USA is the month of November every four years, I think US needs another November Sultan to America
better again. I am thinking Sultan must be powerful person like November Sultan ( Kasim Pasa ) Who do you think can be Trump or
Clinton.
My opinion will be Trump as far as strengths of political and pure politician Trump is good candidate, yes he is new, he has been trying
to become president last few elections, he has ambitious to become president, and to get better America again. November Sultan did
it first time ever and lasted longer, this is good experience we do have in past, we do not need to buy another experience. Clinton (
although I am semi- democrat ) she will not carry over all the weight in this millennium, she already started with a lot of scandals ( like
old school politicians ). Please think three times before you vote it is your children´s future not yours. Next twenty years are very
important as far as leadership to order to be part of world, we are in technology world not anymore black sites everybody can see
anything. Keep reading and analyze yourself you do not need to be student in life you establish your own position in life. 
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